VVV J12564163−6202039 is an L subdwarf located in the Galactic plane (b = 0.
INTRODUCTION
L subdwarfs are composed of metal-deficient very low-mass stars (VLMS) and transitional brown dwarfs (BD) of the Galactic halo and thick disc. Generally, early-type L subdwarfs are VLMS and mid-type L to early-type T subdwarfs are all transitional BDs (T-BD). T-BDs have unsteady hydrogen fusion in their cores, and the efficiency/intensity of this fusion is sensitive to their masses (Zhang et al. 2018b ). The BD transition-zone covers a small mass range but spans wide ranges of luminosity, temperature (T eff ), and spectral type for old thick disc or halo populations (Zhang et al. 2018b) . This is one of the reasons that L subdwarfs are so rare, apart from low fractions of thick disc and halo populations in the solar neighbourhood.
The first known L subdwarf, 2MASS J05325346+8246465 (2M0532) was initially selected as a T dwarf candidate for its blue near infrared (NIR) colour but spectroscopically confirmed as an metal-deficient L subdwarf (Burgasser et al. 2003) . There are about 66 L E-mail: zenghuazhang@hotmail.com † PSL Fellow subdwarfs known in the literature to date (see table 1 of Zhang et al. 2018b) . One third of them are substellar objects (e.g. 2M0532; Burgasser et al. 2008) and two thirds are VLMS. Since L subdwarfs are faint and emit most of their flux in the NIR, only 20 of known L subdwarfs are detected in the second data release (DR2) of the European Space Agency's Gaia astrometric satellite (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018) .
Known L subdwarfs are usually identified in wide field surveys off the Galactic plane to avoid contamination of the disc population. However, an L subdwarf, VVV J12564163−6202039 (VVV 1256−6202) was recently discovered in the Galactic plane (l = 303.
• 547; b = 0.
• 831) by its high proper motion. It has a proper motion of µRA = −1116.3±4.1 mas/yr and µDec = 3.9±4.0 mas/yr according to the VVV Infrared Astrometric Catalogue (VIRAC; Smith et al. 2018 ). The VIRAC is based on observations of the Visible and Infrared Survey Telescope for Astronomy's (VISTA; Sutherland et al. 2015) Variables in the Via Lactea survey (VVV; Minniti et al. 2010) .
VVV 1256−6202 was classified as an sdL7 subdwarf based on a poor-quality NIR spectrum ( fig. 17 of Smith et al. 2018) . Meanwhile, its optical to NIR photometric colours (i − J and J − K) indicate an earlier spectral subtype. It was difficult to tell what caused the inconsistency of its spectral type inferred from its NIR spectrum and photometric colours before we get a good quality spectrum of it.
VVV 1256−6202 is the faintest known L subdwarf that is detected in the Gaia DR2. It is detected in the Gaia G band (20.75 mag) but not in the GRP or GBP band. The Gaia DR2 measured its parallax to be 14.94±1.68 corresponding to a distance of 66.94 which suggests a halo membership (see fig. 23 of Zhang et al. 2018b) . It also has a small W Galactic velocity (perpendicular to the Galactic plane) despite its unknown radial velocity (RV).
VVV 1256−6202 is certainly an unusual and very interesting object that is worth further investigation. A goodquality medium resolution optical to NIR spectrum of VVV 1256−6202 is required to classify its spectral type, and measure its RV and atmospheric properties. Then we could check whether it is a T-BD by its T eff and metallicity ([Fe/H]), and calculate its kinematics and Galactic orbit by its RV and Gaia astrometry. This is the fifth paper of a series titled Primeval very low-mass stars and brown dwarfs. The first four papers of the series are focused on the discovery and characterization of L subdwarfs, as well as discussions on the stellar/substellar boundary, T-BDs, and the BD transition-zone (Zhang et al. 2017a (Zhang et al. ,b, 2018a . Some of these works are summarized in Zhang (2018) . In this paper we present an optical to NIR spectrum, characterization, and Galactic orbit of VVV 1256−6202. Observations are presented in Section 2. Spectral classification, atmospheric properties, and Galactic orbit are presented in Section 3. Our conclusion is presented in Section 4.
VLT X-SHOOTER SPECTROSCOPY
We obtained an optical to NIR spectrum of VVV 1256−6202 using the X-shooter spectrograph (Vernet et al. 2011 ) on the Very Large Telescope (VLT) on 2018 May 25 under a seeing of 0.97 and an airmass of 1.28. The X-shooter spectrum was observed in an ABBA nodding mode with a 1.2 arcsec slit providing a resolving power of 6700 in the VIS arm and 4000 in the NIR arm. We break up our total exposure into 10 single integrations of 285 s for the VIS arm and 300 s for the NIR arm. The spectrum was reduced to a flux calibrated 2D spectrum with the ESO Reflex (Freudling et al. 2013 ). Then we extracted the spectrum to a 1D spectrum with the IRAF 1 task APSUM. Telluric correction was achieved using a B9V telluric standard (HIP 79237) which was observed three hours after our target at an airmass of 1.05.
The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the original spectrum is ∼ 12 at 740-nm, 24 at 830-nm, 28 at 920-nm, 23 at 1090 and 1300-nm, 20 at 1600-nm, and 27 at 2150-nm. The Xshooter spectrum displayed in Figs 1-5 was smoothed by 1 IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Observatory, which is operated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc., under contract with the National Science Foundation. 
101 and 51 pixels in the VIS and NIR arms which increased the SNR by ∼10 and 7 times, respectively, and reduced the resolving power to about 600. We also obtained a new optical to NIR spectrum of a previous known L subdwarfs, WISEA J030601.66−033059.0 (WI0306; Kirkpatrick et al. 2014; Luhman & Sheppard 2014) , with the X-shooter on 2015 September 19 under a seeing of 1.30 and an airmass of 1.14. The total exposure time was divided in 2 single integrations of 140 s for the VIS arm and 150 s for the NIR arm. A B8 II star (HIP 26623) observed right after WI0306 with an airmass of 1.07 was used for telluric correction.
CHARACTERIZATION

Spectral classification
L subdwarfs have the most diverse spectral features as they have cloud formation in their atmospheres and a wide range of metallicity that is shaping their spectra. L subdwarfs are classified into usdL, esdL, and sdL subclasses corresponding to metallicity ranges of (Zhang et al. 2017a) . Figs 1-4 show optical and NIR spectrum of VVV 1256−6202 in comparison to that of an L3 dwarf standard and other known L subdwarfs.
Optical spectra of L dwarfs are used as reference to assign subtypes of L subdwarfs (Burgasser et al. 2003 (Burgasser et al. , 2007 Kirkpatrick et al. 2010) . The L3 type DENIS-P J1058.7-1548 (DE1058; Delfosse et al. 1997 ) has the closest optical profile at 730-760 and 860-925 nm wavelengths to VVV 1256−6202 among L dwarf standards (Fig. 1) . The weak VO absorption band at 800-nm indicates that VVV 1256−6202 is an early type sdL subdwarf (table 3; Zhang et al. 2017a ). Therefore, we classified VVV 1256−6202 as an sdL3 subdwarf.
We compared the new X-shooter spectrum of VVV 1256−6202 to its FIRE spectrum from Smith et al. (2018) . We found that its FIRE spectrum consistent with the X- UL1441 (sdL4) SD1333 (sdL1) WI0306 (esdL1) UL1519 (esdL4) UL0208 ( (Kirkpatrick et al. 1999 ); UL1441 (Zhang et al. 2018b ); SD1333, UL1519 (Zhang et al. 2017a ); UL0208 (Zhang et al. 2018a ); SD1256 (Burgasser et al. 2009 ); and WI0306. Spectra are normalized at 840-nm.
shooter spectrum at 1700-2400 nm wavelength. However, the flux calibration of its FIRE spectrum at 800-1400 nm wavelength was not correct, and that misled its initial spectral classification.
The TiO absorption band at around 850-nm in spectra of early-and mid-type L subdwarfs is a good indicator of metallicity but its strength is not a monotonous function of metallicity ( fig. 10 ; Zhang et al. 2017a ). Fig. 2 shows that the 850-nm TiO absorption band is strengthening from the L3 type DE1058 to the sdL4 type ULAS J144151.55+043738.5 (UL1441; Zhang et al. 2018b) , and reached to its maximum in the sdL3 type VVV 1256−6202. Then it is weakening across the esdL4 type ULAS J151913.03−000030.0 (UL1519; Zhang et al. 2017a) , the esdL3 type ULAS J020858.62+020657.0 (UL0208; Zhang et al. 2018a) , and the usdL3 type SDSS J125637.13-022452.4 (SD1256; Sivarani et al. 2009 ). VVV 1256−6202 has slightly stronger 850-nm TiO absorption than the sdL1 type SDSS J133348.24+273508.8 (SD1333; Zhang et al. 2017a ) which is also close to the boundary between sdL and esdL subclasses and has halo kinematics. However, they possibly have a similar metallicity, as the 790-nm VO absorption band in VVV 1256−6202 is as weak as that in SD1333. The slightly difference on the strength of their 850-nm TiO absorption might be related to their T eff differences, as SD1333 is 2 subtypes earlier. A NIR spectrum of SD1333 is required to place a tighter constraint on its metallicity.
The metallicity and T eff degeneracy is common in the spectral classification of L subdwarfs. Both optical and NIR spectra are usually required to break the metallicity and T eff degeneracy and assign the subclass and subtype of L subdwarfs. Fig. 3 shows differences between optical to NIR spectra of VVV 1256−6202 and four known L subdwarfs with closest NIR spectra. UL1519 has the closest optical and NIR spectral profile to VVV 1256−6202 (Fig. 4) . However, UL1519 (esdL4) should have a lower metallicity than VVV 1256−6202, because UL1519 has stronger H-band flux suppression caused by enhanced collision-induced H2 absorption (CIA H2) at lower metallicity and weaker 850-nm TiO absorption band than VVV 1256−6202. Spectra of L subdwarfs are redder at higher metallicity or lower T eff , and bluer at lower metallicity or higher T eff . Therefore, VVV 1256−6202 should have a higher T eff (and earlier spectral type) than UL1519. This is also indicated by its relatively higher flux at 805-835 nm wavelength. VVV 1256−6202 and UL1519 coincidentally have similar optical to NIR spectra, as the influences from their T eff and metallicity differences pretty much cancelled each other out in their spectra. VVV 1256−6202 has a relatively redder spectrum than UL0208 that indicates it has a higher metallicity than UL0208. VVV 1256−6202 has flatter K-band spectrum than UL0216 that indicates it has a lower metallicity than UL0216. Its bluer overall spectrum than UL0216 suggests that VVV 1256−6202 has a higher T eff than UL0216. VVV 1256−6202 has much redder optical spectrum than WI0306 which is classified as esdL1 (Zhang et al. 2017a) , as VVV 1256−6202 is two subtypes later and also has slightly higher metallicity (stronger VO absorption at 800-nm) than WI0306. However, they have similar J, H, K band spectral profile, but VVV 1256−6202 clearly has deeper water absorption bands.
The top panel of Fig. 4 shows the optical to NIR spectra of DE1058 (L3), VVV 1256−6202 (sdL3), UL0208 (esdL3), and SD1256 (usdL3) by enhanced CIA H2) than the L3 type DE1058, but not as much as the esdL3 type UL0208 and the usdL3 type SD1256. L subdwarfs show small variations on their surface gravity. Their spectral type is mainly composed of two parameters. The subtype is an indicator of T eff (and clouds). The subclass is an indicator of metallicity (Kirkpatrick 2005) . The metallicity range of L subdwarfs in each subclasses (sdL, esdL, usdL) are consistent across subtypes under the L subdwarf classification scheme of Zhang et al. (2017a) . However, the T eff , luminosity, and absolute magnitude of each individual subtype are not consistent across different subclasses. Therefore, these spectra in the top panel of Fig. 4 do not show the true relative fluxes between the dL3, sdL3, esdL3, and usdL3 subclasses at the same distance. L3 subdwarfs are actually more massive and hotter than L3 dwarfs (Zhang et al. 2018a ). The fig. 22 in Zhang et al. (2018b) shows that L3 dwarfs and subdwarfs have similar H-band absolute magnitude. Therefore, a set of L3, sdL3, esdL3, and usdL3 spectra normalized at H-band, as shown in bottom panel of Fig. 4 , would indicate their relative fluxes at the same distance.
Atmospheric properties
L subdwarfs have subsolar metallicity and relatively simpler atmospheres (less molecules) compared to L dwarfs. Observed spectra of L subdwarfs are relatively well reproduced by the latest BT-Settl/BT-Dusty models (Allard et al. 2011 (Allard et al. , 2014 Zhang et al. 2017a ). However, there are some difficulties in the determination of atmospheric parameters of L subdwarfs by model spectral fittings. Firstly, model atmospheres are not tested at subsolar metallicity due to the lack of wide L subdwarf companions to stars with known metallicity. Secondly, some spectral features of L subdwarfs are not well reproduced by model atmospheres. For example, the 850-nm TiO absorption band in halo L subdwarfs is underestimated by models (Zhang et al. 2018a) . The H-band spectra of L subdwarfs with either Zhang et al. 2017b) are not well reproduced by models. Thirdly, both temperature and metallicity have large influence on spectral profile of L subdwarfs. VVV 1256−6202 has very similar optical to NIR spectrum as UL1519, but they have different atmosphere properties according to some detailed metallicity sensitive spectral features (Section 3.1).
To avoid the metallicity-temperature degeneracy problem in automatic spectral fitting of L subdwarfs. We manually fitted the spectrum of VVV 1256−6202 to a set of BTDusty model spectra primarily by these wavelength ranges that are sensitive to metallicity and/or temperature, e.g. TiO and VO absorption bands at 700-820 nm and the Jband flux around 1300-nm. We also ignored wavelengths that are not well reproduced by models. The model that we used has intervals of 100 K for T eff and 0.5 dex for [Fe/H]. We used a fixed gravity of log g = 5.5, as L subdwarfs all have very similar gravity around 5.5 dex. We applied linear interpolation between model spectra to improve fitting. The interpolated intervals is 20 K for T eff and 0.1 dex for [Fe/H] . Fig. 5 shows the X-shooter spectrum of VVV 1256−6202 compared to its best fitting BT-Dusty model spectra. These models well reproduced observed spectrum at 650-1350 nm wavelength but overestimated the strength of the water absorption band at around 1500-nm. The model with T eff = 2200 K and [Fe/H] = −1.0 generally reproduced the spectral shape at 1600-2500 nm but slightly underestimated the flux level at H and K bands. The model with T eff = 2240 K and [Fe/H] = −0.8 reproduced the flux level at K band but does not have an accurate H band spectral shape. It has stronger water absorption at around 1500 and 1800 nm than the observed spectrum. The model with T eff = 2220 K and [Fe/H] = −0.9 has an intermediate H and K band profile between the other two models. The uncertainties of the model fitting is slightly larger than the interpolated intervals. BT-Dusty model with subsolar metallicity has not been test with benchmarks, e.g. BD + star binaries with known metallicity and age (Marocco et al. 2017) , thus potentially has systematic uncertainty on predicted atmospheric parameters. The total uncertainties of T eff and [Fe/H] of VVV 1256−6202 should be ≤ 100 K and ≤ 0.2 dex, respectively. The metallicity of VVV 1256−6202 derived from the models agrees with its sdL spectral classification.
The T eff and [Fe/H] derived from model spectral fitting could be used to assess the substellar status of old ultracool subdwarfs. VVV 1256−6202 is around the stel- 
Galactic orbit
To measure the RV of L subdwarfs based on their X-shooter spectra, we also observed three L dwarf RV standards with X-shooter (Zhang et al. 2018a,b) . Since L subdwarfs and dwarfs have a lot absorption lines in comment, thus we can use the IRAF package FXCOR task to measure the RV difference between our L subdwarfs and L dwarf RV standards. Barycentric velocities are corrected for both L subdwarfs and RV standards, before we use RV standards as reference to calibrate the RV of L subdwarfs. DENIS-P J144137.3−094559 (DE1441; Martín et al. 1999 ) is one of these three L dwarf RV standards that we observed with Xshooter (Zhang et al. 2018a) . It is an L0.5 dwarf with RV of −27.9 ± 1.2 km s −1 (Bailer-Jones 2004) . It is the one with the closest spectral profile to VVV 1256−6202, thus is used as the reference to measure the RV of VVV 1256−6202. The final RV of VVV 1256−6202 is −47.6±7.7 km s −1 .
We calculated the U, V, W Galactic space velocities with the RV measured from the X-shooter and Gaia astrometry (Table 1) . We also calculated the kinematic membership probability of VVV 1256−6202 based on its U, V, W space velocities and population fractions of thin-disc (0.93), thick-disc (0.07), and halo (0.006) stars in the solar neighbourhood (Reddy et al. 2006) . The kinematic probability for VVV 1256−6202 to be a halo or thick disc member is 99.82 and 0.18 per cent, respectively. The halo membership of VVV 1256−6202 is robust considering that its metallicity ([Fe/H] ≈ −0.9) is in the range of halo population.
The majority of sdL subdwarfs are kinematically associated with the Galactic thick disc. However, there are three halo members among the 39 known subdwarfs of the sdL subclass. They are VVV 1256−6202, SD1333, and ULAS J021258.08+064115.9 (UL0212; Zhang et al. 2018b ) which also have the strongest metal-poor features in sdL subclass. Meanwhile, the esdL and usdL subclasses are all kinematically associated with the Galactic halo. Note that metallicity ranges of stellar populations of the thick disk and halo have a small overlap at around [Fe/H] = −1.0 ( fig. 2 ; Spagna et al. 2010) .
VVV 1256−6202 has unusual Galactic kinematics as it is currently located in the Galactic plane ( b = 0.
• 831), and has very low velocity perpendicular to the Galactic plane (W = 13.4 km s −1 ) and very high total space velocity (362 km s −1 ). This indicates that it is a halo member but orbiting in the Galactic plane. We calculated its probable Galactic orbit to have a clear view of its motion in the Milky Way following a method described in section 3.4 of Burgasser et al. (2009) . The calculation is based on its current (epoch 2015.5) kinematics (U, V, W velocity), distance, and coordinates from Gaia DR2 (Table 1 ). Fig. 6 shows the integrated Galactic orbit of VVV 1256−6202. It is now moving towards the Galactic centre. It has extremely eccentric (e = 0.9) prograde orbit that takes it from as close as 1.2 kpc from the Galactic centre to 24 kpc out. Its orbit is unusually flat and can be fitted in a disklike space with a thickness of < ∼ 1 kpc and a diameter of 48 kpc. However, we still can not completely trust its past and future orbit calculated based on its current kinematics and location. Because once every ∼0.25 Gyr, VVV 1256−6202 passes through the Galactic bulge and spiral arms which the densest areas of stars in the Milky Way. VVV 1256−6202 could have gravitational interactions with field stars that are passing by. Fortunately, it has very high relative velocity from field stars (e.g. ∼360 km s −1 compared to ∼20 km s −1 for field stars in the solar neighbourhood) that reduces the duration of possible perturbations by field stars in order of a magnitude. Moreover, the closer VVV 1256−6202 is to the Galactic centre the faster it moves. VVV 1256−6202 spends about two thirds of its time further out of the stellar disc from the Galactic centre (>15 kpc). VVV 1256−6202 is most likely a halo member according to kinematics statistics. However, we can not rule out the possibility that it was ejected from the Galactic bulge which also contains metal-poor stars, because the orbit of VVV 1256−6202 is almost in the radial direction of the Milky Way and passes through the bulge. We note that the current total space velocity of VVV 1256−6202 is around half of that of known hypervelocity stars which are also much more massive.
CONCLUSION
We presented a new X-shooter spectrum of VVV 1256−6202 discovered with the VVV survey and re-classified it as an sdL3 subdwarf. It has the strongest TiO absorption band at around 850-nm among known L subdwarfs. The strength of the 850-nm TiO absorption band is not a monotonous function of metallicity, it is strengthening from dL to sdL subclass then weakening from sdL to esdL and usdL subclass.
The BT-Dusty model spectral fitting shows that VVV 1256−6202 has T eff = 2220 ± 100 K and [Fe/H] = −0.9 ± 0.2 that place it at around the stellar/substellar boundary in the T eff versus [Fe/H] space. Its i − J versus J − K colours suggest that it is likely a T-BD just below the stellar/substellar boundary.
We calculated the U, V, W space velocity of VVV 1256−6202 based on its RV measured from its X-shooter spectrum and Gaia astrometry. The kinematics shows that VVV 1256−6202 is a member of the Galactic halo. There are only three known L subdwarfs in the sdL subclass have halo kinematics including VVV 1256−6202, SD1333, and UL0212.
VVV 1256−6202 has unusually flat Galactic orbit. The thickness of its prograde orbit is similar to that of stellar disc (∼ 600 pc). Its orbit is extremely eccentric (e = 0.9) and takes it from as close as 1.2 kpc from the Galactic centre to 24 kpc out. It spends one third of its time in the stellar disc crosses the Galactic bulge and spiral arms and two thirds of its time further out from the Galactic centre (> 15 kpc). VVV 1256−6202 is most likely a halo member by its kinematics but also could be an ejecta of the Galactic bulge.
